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ABSTRACT 

Design and Calibration of the Suprathermal 

Ion Detector Experiment (SIDE) 

Robert L. Shane 

The SIDE is one of the experiments for the Apollo 

Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP). It is designed 

to measure mass, energy per unit charge, and flux of posi~ 

tive ions at the surface of the moon. 

The SIDE contains two analyzers. One is for low 

energy ions; it consists of E X B velocity analyzer and 

a cylindrical curved plate energy analyzer aligned with 

a channeltron electron multiplier. The other is for high 

energy ions; it consists of a curved plate analyzer only. 

The combination of energy and velocity data provides both 

energy and mass analysis of the low energy ions. The 

high energy ions are energy analyzed only. Each element 

of the analyzers is discussed separately according to 

ion trajectories, passbands, and design characteristics. 

The calibration procedures are described, sample 

curves given, and results presented. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment, hereafter 

called SIDE, is designed to measure charged particle 

fluxes at the lunar surface. It consists of ti^o analyzers 

to determine ionic constituencies: a low energy analyzer 

for the lunar surface atmosphere and a high energy analyzer 

for the incident solar wind. Analysis of the SIDE data 

will yield flux of positive ions, energy spectra, lunar 

surface potential, and mass of ions observed by the low 

energy analyzer. 

Many diverse models have been developed to predict 

the lunar atmosphere from assumptions concerning atmos¬ 

pheric sources and losses. The SIDE data will determine 

which model best describes the dominant mechanisms. 

A few of the lunar atmosphere models are briefly 

described below; the sources and losses that each con¬ 

siders are given in Table I. 

Edwards & Borst^- calculate the production of Xe 

and Kr from radiogenic sources such as (1) spontaneous 

fission of U^®» (2) thermal neutron fission of u2^5 

by cosmic ray bombardment, (3) decay of.I^, and (4) 

primeval gases. This results in a predominantly Xe and 

Kr atmosphere. 



Singer2 points out that Edwards and Borst considered 

thermal losses only and disregarded losses due to a posi¬ 

tive surface potential of +20 volts caused by photoioni¬ 

zation. He concludes that Xe and Kr are relatively 

unimportant and that there is a permanent density of 80 

hydrogen atoms per cubic centimeter from solar wind 

accretion. 

Oplk^, assuming the solar wind is entirely protons, 

also obtains an atmosphere of H. However, he gets larger 

concentrations of H2O and CO2. The sputtering of the 

lunar surface by the solar wind causes the release of 

0 which in turn combines with the H to form H2O. The 

remaining protons combine to give H2. The permafrost 

layers act as additional sources of HgO. The R2O as well 

as CO2 is released by meteorite bombardment. 

Watson et al^ maintain that the amount of volatile 

in the atmosphere is governed by the temperature of the 

solid phase. They obtain a lunar atmosphere consisting 

mainly of HgO vapor, the amount of which is controlled 

by the evaporation rate of the permafrost layers. 

Nikada & Mihalev^, assuming the solar wind composi¬ 

tion is similar to the solar corona, add He and A to the 

lunar atmosphere. They consider the solar 0 and N 
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permanently bound to the moon because these elements are 

so chemically active. 

Hinton and Taeusch^ and Vestine? consider that the 

radioactive decay of K is an additional source of A. 

Vestine? and Michel^ estimate sources due to vul- 

canism result in H£0, SOg, CO2* and NH^. 

Herring and Licht^ also obtain negligible Xe and Kr, 

but get SO2, CO2. and H2O due to residual volcanic 

activity based on terrestrial emission data. 

Bernstein et al-*-® propose a null or negative surface 

potential and get an atmosphere that has all of the above 

gases except for Xe, Kr, H2O, and volcanic gases which 

they do not consider. 

The above atmospheric models were based on the 

assumption of impact of the solar wind on the lunar 

surface, i.e., no bow shock exists; most evidence seems 

to support this assumption. Dolginov et al^-*- reported, 

from Luna 2 data, a magnetic field of * 50 Y and from 

Explorer 35 data Ness et al-^ reported a field of less 

than 16/ at the moon’s surface. Hovrever, Behannon^ 

estimates it to be from Explorer 35 data while the 

moon crosses the neutral sheet and the field reverses. 

By comparing simultaneous data from Explorer 35 and 33> 
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Taylor et al^ found that the moon had little effect on 

the interplanetary field. They say, "The magnetic effects 

of the moon on the interplanetary field can be summarized 

by the statement that the moon behaves like a poorly 

conducting nonmagnetic body with a negligible permanent 

magnetic field.*1 

Data on the lunar ionosphere is obtained from 

occultation by the moon of radio sources. The angle 

of refraction of the radio waves as they traverse the 

lunar atmosphere is related to the index of refraction 

of the ionosphere. The refraction index is related to 

the electron number density and the wave frequency. By 

observing the occultation of the Crab Nebula and assuming 

ionisation of one per thousand of the lunar atmosphere 

particles, Elsmore-*-^ calculates an upper limit of 103 

electrons/cm3 or 10^ particles/cm3 for the lunar at¬ 

mosphere. On the other hand, Hazard et all-^ calculate 

a limit of 102 electrons/cm^ from their observations of 

the occultation of Radio Source 3C 273. 

Gringauz et al21 provide a direct particle measure¬ 

ment indicating a lunar ionosphere. Lunik III found 

an increase in electron density above ambient beginning 

at about 10 moon radii. Also, from Luna 1022, an 



electron density of 80/cm3 is obtained. 

Weil and Barasch^3 theoretically calculate an elec 

tron density increasing with altitude above the lunar 

surface with a peak of 350 electrons/cm^ at 0.6 lunar 

radii. This model is supported in part by the Stanford 

* P/L 

occultatlon measurements of Pioneer VII . 

SIDE data, should delineate the predominant atmos¬ 

pheric sources. For example, if the masses are mainly 

atomic, the solar wind is the dominant source, but if 

they are molecular, vulcanism is dominant (Michel^). 

The particle temperature, derived from SIDE data, 

will show whether there is a bow shock or not: thermal 

particles, those that have been accommodated to the 

lunar surface temperature of 400°K, imply a bow shock; 

fast,energetic particles imply incident solar wind 

particles and, therefore, no .bow shock. 

The SIDE mass indentification determines whether 

the solar wind composition is similar to that of the 

solar corona or simply protons and alpha particles. 

The SIDE obtains data on the lunar potential by 

stepping the potential of SIDE with respect to that of 

the moon's surface. 
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II. DESIGN CRITERIA 

The instrumental design is based upon predictions 

by the models on lunar conditions and on minimal size 

and weight requirements. Mass analysis of the entire 

range is not practical because of space limitations. 

Therefore, the instrument is divided into two parts: 

a high energy analyzer only and a low energy analyzer ^ 

which also includes, mass analysis. 

Mariner 2 data"*-? indicate solar wind velocities 

ranging from 300 to 800 km/sec corresponding to fluxes 

from 10? - 10^ /cm2/sec. The upper end of the high 

energy range is, therefore, 3500 ev. The lower end is 

10 ev which slightly overlaps the high end of the low 

energy range. 

The low energy range starts at 0.2 ev, which is 

slightly above lunar thermal energies, and extends to 

48.6 ev, which is slightly higher than the low end of 

the high energy range. 

The geometric factor is the constant which converts 

fluxes to counting rates. This constant is inherent in 

the physical construction of the instrument and is 

determined by the detection area, the acceptance angle, 

and the instrument efficiency. The SIDE geometric factor 
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is 10"^ cm2. 

The mass range includes the mass of all predicted 

lunar atmospheric elements; it extends from 1 amu (for 

hydrogen) through 130 amu (for xenon). 

In order to obtain data on the lunar surface poten¬ 

tial, the instrument potential is stepped £ 20 volts 

with respect to a screen grid which will be in contact 

with the lunar surface. The ~ 20 volts corresponds to 
o 

the highest estimate of the lunar potential . 

The instrument's size is 12 by 16.3 by 5*35 inches 

and its weight is 21 pounds. Its operating temperature 

range for the electronics is from ~30°C to ?0°C. The 

instrument lifetime is one year. 

III. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION 

A. Low Energy Analyzer 

.This analyzer consists essentially of four compo¬ 

nents; (1) velocity filter, (2) low energy electrostatic 

curved plate analyzer (LECPA), (3) ion flight tunnel, 

and (4) electron multiplier (Figure 1). 

The velooitj^fjLlter data is combined with the data 

from the LECPA to obtain particle mass in the low energy 

range. 
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The filter is a Wein velocity filter; it consists of 

a double C permanent magnet made of alnico. It weighs 

approximately 62.5 grams and has a field, strength of 

850 1 10 gauss (Figure 2). This configuration provides 

minimal weight and size and ease of mounting. There are 

two parallel electric field plates, between the magnetic 

pole pieces, with a balanced potential on each, i.e., 

equal voltages of opposite polarity. The plate voltages 

are set according to the masses and energies to be ob¬ 

served by equating the forces on the particles. 

eE = Bev (1) 

E is the electric field, B the magnetic field, e the 

particle charge, and v the particle velocity. 

T-I. (2) 

But the voltage V on the plates of a parallel plate 

capacitor of separation d is 

V = Ed (3) 

V = Bvd (4) 

Substituting for v in terms of energy w and mass m gives 

.JWBJ 

. 8 

V (5) 



These voltages range from 0.12 to 28 volts in 120 steps - 

20 steps for each of the six energy levels (see Table 1). 

The curved plate analyzer is basically a section of 

a cylindrical capacitor, i.e., two concentric cylindrically 

curved plates with a stepped balanced voltage on them 

(Figure 3)* This design reduces background counts due 

to ultraviolet radiation and provides greater efficiency 

than a retarding potential analyzer configuration. The 

dimensions were determined from voltage and size considera~ 

tions and geometric factor calculations. The voltage is 

0.1 to 24.3 volts as required by the energy range being 

investigated (0.2 ~ 48.6 ev in multiples of three). 

The ion flight tunnel (Figure 1) has entrance, exit, 

and baffeling slits for beam definition. All surfaces are 

gold plated and platinum blacked to minimize ultraviolet 

scattering. 

The electron multiplier is a Bendix Channeltron -- 

a solid state counting device which is operated at -3500 

volts in order to post accelerate the ions and give them 

sufficient energy to produce secondary electrons. 

B. High Energy Analyzer 

The high energy analyzer consists of three components: 

(1) High energy electrostatic curved plate analyzer (HEPCA), 

9 



(2) ion flight tunnel, and (3) electron multiplier. These 

components are similar to those described for the low 

energy analyzer. The HECPA voltages are 2.5 to 825 volts 

in 20 steps (Table 3» Figures 3 and ty). 

The SIDE operates as follotss (see Figure 1). Low 

energy ions enter the entrance aperture and pass through 

the flight tunnel into the velocity filter which passes 

ions having a narrow range of velocities. These selected 

ions then pass into the curved plate analyzer which passes 

ions having only a narrow range of energies per unit charge. 

The passed ions are counted by the channeltron and have 

a known velocity and energy from which their masses may 

be determined. The high energy particles enter the entrance 

apertures and pass into the curved plate analyzer which 

measures their energy spectrum, 

IV. INSTRUMENT DESIGN DETAILS 

A. ^Velooity__.Filter^ 

Ion focusing is determined from the equations for 

the V/ein velocity filter (used in SIDE) derived by Herzog3-®, 

10 



The lateral displacement y" of a particle which has al¬ 

ready passed through the crossed field region is given by 

y 
it ■ a. [~ sr2, s'* £r ~ £*) 

+ X" C ~ *>eoS - P s:^ ^ 3!* 
(5) 

The symbols are defined as follows (see Figure 5)« 

^ = .■%.» is the radius of curvature of a 

particle traveling in a magnetic field only, 

a is the radius of curvature of ions.with mass m 

and velocity v„ 

L is the length of the field region. 

*<* is the incident angle of particles entering 

the field region. 

P “ " I is the velocity percentage passband. 

X" is the X -coordinate after leaving the field. 

y' ■=■ \o - 'J(' is the y -coordinate of the point 

where particles enter the field and b is 

the y -coordinate of the source, 

is the object to field distance. 

Jt" is the image to field distance. 

J caf 
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The point of direction focusing, i.e. , vrhere particles 

entering the field at small angles to the normal are re¬ 

focused (focal point), is obtained by setting equal 

to zero to make y" independent of ' . This yields 

= (jr-zHr-s) (n 

The eguations^ o f_ moti_on in terms of time as a para¬ 

meter, derived in Appendix A, are 

x = a.ir + -37- (/ - caju?t) ur (*t, - u>t- (8) 

1/ ~ yg V —~ ( / — 60Stot) ■+■ to ( S'sj tot ) ($ ) 

Jj 
where w = v?r is the cyclotron frequency for a particle 

charge % and particle mass ^ . 

_ —— - is the straight through velocity. 
^ o ~ magnetic field 

The initial conditions are 0 in the p direction, £ 

in the y direction, and at “ x° ~°J ^ = ' 

A velocity passband B can be approximated as shown 

in Appendix B. 

f3 * +**''• (10) 

where pj is the off axis displacement at exit from 

field. 

L is the length of velocity filter 
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i/„ is the straight through velocity. 

UJ is the cyclotron frequency. 

It is apparent that the passbands become larger as the 

magnetic field decreases so that overlapping of passbands 

occurs for masses with atomic weight near 18. Thus, 

there is a minimum critical field above which overlapping 

does not occur. This field is found by numerically solving 

for the passbands and the particle trajectories for 

different values of 8 . The resulting lower bound of B 

is 1,000 gauss. 

Since the ions travel in cycloids, it is possible 

that masses as light as hydrogen might execute more than 

one cycle within the field region and pass through the 

velocity filter with a velocity other than the straight 

through velocity . If a well defined passband exists 

for particles executing one half cycloid or less, the 

critical energy for any mass that just completes one half 

cycloid as a function of filter velocity may be obtained^. 

If the field region is of length L , the particle 

velocity v; , and T the transit time for one half 

cycloid, then 

L a T (11) 

The transit time is equal to the angle displacement & 
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(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

divided by the angular velocity = ~~ 

r = 

L = 

L = 

& 
*u 

- JL1 

^ TT 
UJ 

u0 mir 
« 0 

The energies of interest for any given mass are then 

: n c r // 
„ / Mi)1 

(15) 

These critical energies are listed in Table 4 for L - /** 

and ben = 785 gauss. is the experimental effective 

magnetic field. 

It may be concluded from Table 4 that the only cy- 

cloiding problem will be hydrogen and helium at 0.2 ev 

and hydrogen at 0.6 ev. 

Bj. Curved Plate Analyzer J CPA) 

The curved plate analyser (Figure 3) is a device 

which allows ions with only one particular energy to pass 

on a circular path. The critical dimensions and parameters 

are: the radii of curvature, the analyser constant, the 

ion focusing angle, the plate separation and width, and 

the energy passband. 

The radil o_f_ pnrvgtture_ are determined by the geo¬ 

metric factor, the solid angles subtended by the slits 

(see-Figure 6), and the lengths of the CPA. The geometric 
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factor Is related to the incident unidirectional flux 

and the counting rate by 

F - c. 

where 

(16) 

c is the counts per second, 

G the CPA geometric factor, and 

r the unidirectional flux in particles /cm2/sec/ 

ster. The geometric factor is proportional to the product 

of the area A of the entrance slit and the solid angle M- . 

(17) 

in which £ is the detection efficiency. From this the 

solid angle may be calculated. 

Jl = (18) 

The linear length A of the CPA is derived from the solid 

angle as defined in Figure 7. 

« ' (dir)1" 
jt - 

Since A = r0e * >> /u? c-n>') 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

( ^(2.22 radians) 

_   
*o ~ J-2.2. 

where r0 is . the radius of curvature of the CPA. 

The inner and outer plate radii r, and *3 

spectively, are r0- and re + — , where Ar 

plate separation. 

(22) 

, re- 

is the 
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c_onstant is derived from the voltage 1/ 

impressed upon the plates of the CPA. The potential <P 

of the CPA (Appendix C) is 

(23) 

where y, and ^ are the radii of curvature and r the 

radial coordinate. The electric field E is the gradient 

of the potential; it is expressed as 

c /pir'A.) r 

and the force acting on a singly charged ion is 

_  S_ 
F = " Jv(r'A) lr 

Tlierefore, the equation for the equilibrium orbit is 

/n v x _ V/ J 
^ ” /WV/J *'* 

This gives the energy w' as 

Thus, 

i^2 = vt7 - 

wv - i//? 

\/ 
styCW.) 

(2*0 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

where A ~ 5ly (*>/*) is the analyzer constant. 

°f> CPA may be determined by 

several methods. Only two methods will be discussed: 

20 one is given below and the other in Appendix D. 

The equations of motion for particles in £ and 

6 fields (Appendix D) are: 

(28) 

(29) 

r - -y~ ~ )> r 0 (30) 

.16 



(3D 

|/ £>_ . & 
where »- and 0 are polar coordinates, K- J A~ -zr 

and n and r, are radii of curvature of the plates. 

Substituting equation (31) into equation (30), and con¬ 

sidering orbits at small angles to circular orbits yields 

the equation for simple harmonic motion 

where x is a small radial displacement from a circular 

orbit. The solution to the above equation is 

Focusing of divergent rays occurs for and the 

focusing angle <pe is 

This solution is valid for the CPA because it is 

independent of A - -J-p and therefore applies when O--0 . 

The plate separation and width calculation procedure 

is illustrated in Figure 7. 

The plate separation is calculated from the slit 

width and the angle B defined in Figure 7; it is 

0 (32) 

(33) 

(3*0 

(35) 
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in which Ax is the distance from the plate to the slit 

edge. The plate separation is 

A t - x (AX) + s);t ^ 

The minimum plate width *^.v, is calculated by the 

same method where the slit width is now the slit length, 

the angle <9 is now the angle <P , and ^»x is now A? 

= *1 Af +■ sji t ley +! (37) 

The energy^passband may be obtained by solving the 

lateral displacement equation (D~4) for P and using 

the dimensions from Figures 10. 

G - S;» f?<Pe +■ %r~] 
” A* ( / - t-vsjj ) + JJT S. „ ffX <f£ 

(38) 

Since <Pe - * all the sine terms are zero and the cosine 

terms are -1. Then 

P 
n « _ c*'** -s'] 

3 6- e. (39) 

<*-<2 is radius of curvature for ions traveling in radial 

electric fields. 

Numerlea 1_yalues of the dimensions and parameters 

for LECPA and HECPA are similarly calculated except that 

those for LECPA are calculated for thermal particle fluxes 

(corresponding to a lunar surface temperature of 400° K, 

18 



a velocity of 10^ cm/sec, and a number density of 10^/ 

cm3 15). whereas, those for HEGPA are calculated for 

solar wind fluxes. Hence, only the calculations for 

HECPA are given. The results for both HECPA and LECPA 

are listed in Table 5* 

For HECPA the CPA length is numerically determined 

from the incident flux F which is fixed by the number 

density n , the velocity i' , and the solid angle vn . 

Assuming that the density is 10/cm3 and the velocity is 

4 x 10? cm/sec?-^, the particle flux is 

F = jjf- - -Jr * ior particles/cm^/sec/ster (40) 

Taking 10^ as an acceptable count rate, the CPA geometric 

factor can be calculated from equation (16). 

rcs4 
C. 

F - 7T X to 
-1> 

rte, r (4i) 

Foi' a channeltron efficiency of one percent and a slit 

area of 0.16 cm2, the solid angle is calculated from 

equation (18) 
_/L = l.7b X'O'-3 ster 

(42) 

The length of the HECPA is then determined from 

(20) 
J. - f. <2* 

and the radius of curvature from equation (22) 

equation 

(43) 
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= 4.06 cm 

= 4.00 cm is adopted 

(44) 

W) 

r0 

r,* 

The analyzer constant calculated from equation 

(29) is 
/I J-?? 

e 
i/o tt 

(46) 

The ion focusing angle as derived above is 2.22 

radians or 127° 17*. 

From equations (36 and 37)» the plate separation 

is 0.50 cm and the plate width is 2.00 cm. To simplify 

fabrication, all plate widths were set at irs cm and all 

plate separations at 0.5 cm: both values are larger than 

the calculated miniinums. 

The passbands as calculated from equation (39) are 

11.4# for LECPA and 6.1% for HECPA. 

Collimation of the incoming ion beam is achieved 

by placing the entrance slit 6 cm from the HECPA. This 

gives a new length including the flight path of 15.00 

cm for HECPA and 15*50 cm for LECPA (Figure 7). The 

instrument geometric factors become 1.14 x 10~^ cm2~ster 

for HECPA and 1.06 x 10“^ cm2-ster for LECPA. 

The look angles &j and of the instrument are 

the maximum angles from the normal to the slits for 

which particles can reach, from the entrance slits, the 

20 



HECPA or the velocity filter. They are defined from 

their tangents. These tangents are determined by the 

slit dimensions and the distance from the entrance aper¬ 

ture to the HECPA or to the velocity filter. 

* -2 p 

where the / -axis is parallel to the entrance slit tfidth, 

the y-axis is parallel to.its length, and the x-axis is 

parallel to the normal to the slit. 

V. INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION 

A. Low Energy Calibration 

The SIDE is placed in a vacuum chamber and bombarded 

with ions of various mass numbers, which depend on atmos¬ 

pheric constituents and known gases leaked into the system 

The ions are given energies corresponding to those listed 

in Table 2. The data is printed out by a Franklin printer. 

The curved , plat_g_gualyzer passband of the LECPA can 

be determined by plotting the counts in each side frame 

(SF) versus energies within a narrow range centered about 

the six being investigated. A. SF is each detection in¬ 

terval. Each voltage change corresponds to a new SF and 

to a different energy or mass sample. The width at half 

21 



maximum of the envelope of these curves is the passband. 

Figure 8 shows a sample curve indicating a passband of 

about 10$, which compares quite t^ell with the 11.4$ 

theoretically predicted. 

Absolute mass calibration is dependent upon the 

sensitivity of the instrument for any given gas. Two 

factors must be known: the number of ions of a certain 

mass in the beam incident on the instrument and the 

fraction of counts due to ions of that mass in each SF. 

These factors are determined in the following way. The 

counts in any SF are made by ions having many different 

masses; each ion is present in proportion to a constant 

which depends only on the SF. The count rate can 

be written as 

cs = X F, 0-; 
**/ <5 (W 

where F- is the unidirectional flux of the 1“~ mass, 

til 
cs is the count rate of the s~— SF, A is the entrance 

slit area, and Ii is the -current of the i~~- mass. By 

leaking the gases anticipated in the lunar atmosphere 

into the chamber and taking data points at several 

pressures, 20 simultaneous equations can be obtained for 

any given SF. 

. 22 



1st gas 

2nd gas 

Ct - Ft a.,, + % O-j/ 
+ ' J~>o ^ / 

C/ - F/o.,, +*>'«■> t *■ • * ' F_,J , 

20th gas c." *■ *v'V„ t + •••■ . (2^8) 

These simultaneous equations can be solved by computer 

for the coefficients a„ to <x„, . By repeating the 

process for each of the 20 SP and the six energies, all 

the a-tj coefficients are obtained and the following 

matrix equation is set up* 

r^J = [ «.;][*■] (^9) 
Inversion then gives the matrix equation used to 

obtain the unidirectional flux from the observed counting 

rates. 

where 

L r.-J - [ *■**] l c-f ] 

tofructiHr 4.}^ 

Azt cTJJ~ 

(5) 

(51) 

The calibration system is illustrated in Figure 9 

and a block diagram of the complete calibration in¬ 

strumentation is given in Figure 10. Directly under the 

ion gun is an electronic beam switcher (EBS) which is a 

CPA with one plate made of screen. The SIDE is located 

direfetly under the EBS and the ion gun; a quadrapole 
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mass analyzer is oriented with the output of the EBS. 

In operation, when the plates of the EBS are grounded, 

the beam enters the SIDE and the data is printed on a 

Franklin printer and recorded on magnetic tape by the 

SDS 910» When the proper voltage is placed on the EBS, 

the beam is bent into the quadrapole and the resulting 

spectrum is plotted on a X-Y plotter. Thus Ft- can be 

calculated and cs is observed; the combination gives 

sufficient data to compute <xis . 

Some masses have been identified by leaking known 

gases into the system and plotting counts versus SF. 

Figures 11-15 are typical results; the peaks correspond 

to the calculated mass locations in Table 2 using the 

effective magnetic field strength mentioned earlier. 

This effective field was determined by using an ion beam 

known to be predominantly Nav produced by an ion gun 

using a Li source and consequently producing only one 

large peak located at SF 9» Using the known energy, mass, 

and voltages the effective magnetic field was calculated. 

This field value then was used, to derive the mass locations 

in Table 2. 

The mass resolution given by is about 2 for 

the SIDE. 

►Angular calibration is needed to get the instrument 
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response to fluxes entering the detector off axis. The 

instrument was tipped relative to the beam direction 

(the x-axis) for rotations of - 5° around the z-axis and 

i 15° around the y-axis. The y-axis is parallel to the 

entrance slit length and the z-axis is parallel to the 

slit width. Figures 16 and 17 are plots of counts versus 

angle for these calibrations. The curves are not centered 

about zero degrees due to a misalignment between the ion 

gun and the SIDE. The extent of the curves is limited 

by the mechanical tilting fixture. However,,by extra¬ 

polating the curves it can be seen that the counts drop 

by 50% for angles of incidence of - 2.5° on the y-axis 

and - 4° on the z-axis. 

,~B. High Energy^ Caldbrat■ion 

The high energy calibration is considerably more 

simple than that for low energy because there is no 

mass analysis. The data shows that the HECPA has a pass- 

band of approximately 10%. The angular calibration 

yields a $0% peak reduction for angles of 2° in z direc¬ 

tion and 4° in the y direction. A typical graph is 

displayed in Figure 18. 
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C, Ge_ome t rlc_ Fact or 

Comparing the counts observed during calibration to 

the number of incident particles gives the experimental 

geometric factor of the instrument. It is 1.9 x 10“^ 

cm^-ster. However, for the purposes of data reduction, 

the efficiency of the instrument has been calibrated and 

programmed into a data reduction tape assuming an unidi¬ 

rectional beam. The remaining factor needed is the solid 

angle y\~ . This angle can be calculated by integrating 

over the angles obtained for 50% decrease in count rate. 

r dA 
yi = J -jir- 

s*s> 0 A9 

Jl ~ /O'3 sTe/- 
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Appendix A 

Derivation of the Equations of Motion for 

Particles in Crossed E and B Fields 

The straight through velocity may be obtained from 

the Lorentz force equation: 

F = 5 ( 17 * + e) 

where the straight through velocity occurs when the 

force is zero. 

Combining the Lorentz equation for a magnetic field 

with Nextfton*s third law allows the definition of angular 

frequency u> . 

F = 5 * * 0 " —F~ 

% U - 

\z = r 

where the magnetic field is in the z direction and the 

electric field is in the y direction. 
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The force components are 

=■ $? 5 ■ 

*»y = 3 E ' % 

m i — d 

(A-l) 

To solve for the y motion differentiate the y-equation 

and combine with the x-equation. 

••• 4 J C 1 • 

p +• ° 

+. mi „ = * 

"Lto1 + ^r-J = * 

P - I + C' d* ^ * 

y “ -t 6 c 0* + C *T/>? u> 

Where u/'Jp. The initial conditions specify the con¬ 

stants; they are * = e>> y*V'* > > Jf = yo 

(A-2) 

— ~ h HJ S/n Ht't -tat<J £ £>s Uf "C 

, - ^ 
^ ^ J LV *$ 8 

■/ ~ - b to 2 't " £ <0 Son UP ~t y 

<?D to 
- - So 

tv* 

l' -*. (ft) 

?8 



but from equation (A-l) 

6 E - ** £ 

from equation (A-2) 

^ #-4 ^ ^ +>« (yzF>) * 

Substituting and writing yg as *5- and i/„ as gives 

^ g/e ^ —73 S (l-+ '*£j- SI'H u/t (A—3 ) 

The same method is used to solve the x~equation of 

motion. 
/«< * & 

s g £ ~ S*D 

Differentiating and substituting gives 

X + ^-Oxx - Jil BE ^ O 

Let ■ * 9 -4t~ 

■fi + -^4- -£r BZ 

The particular solution is 

^ -f- 
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The homogeneous solution is obtained from the following 

equations 

* + B V - & 

K> 0* = o 

* t-Sr3* 
A = e ~ + C.J £ 

csJ-t _ o 3L3 -t 
j €? 

Integration yields 

x •= * -1- 4 to* * -t-< sS* 

The initial conditions determine the constants: 

K - Xo - ° , X * X<> , X ■= X 

X s 

> 'a J 

 A +- s£ 

y as JL, <- .f Q. 

4^-1*- 

IT 
I 

X - ^O* eos -X- tft - c 0 (A-4) 

from equation (A-l) 

x - #<?> 

Equating equation (A-l) with equation (A-4) at t=0 

. I 
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gives Oi/o = ~ A 3 2 

. /n 
^ ~ ~ fG 

Xe A +■ - «=’ 

c.j = -A *■ 2Q ?o 

Substition yields the x-equation. 

X — t'b'f + (/ - tascu'f} f- (Xt, ~~ si/i tv~t 

To get an explicit solution for y in terras of x, 

the time must be obtained from the x-equation and 

substituted into the y-equation. When the velocity 

and mass of the particles are such that less than one 

cycloid is executed during passage through the selector, 

small angle approximations may be used 

C0Jf & ot / ~ ~y~' sJsi & ^ & 

A -jjj- (xD - i/pj s;* to & 

define = Ve, ~x0 

X ^ f M — -<3 v ~C~ 

X ~ ?t> T2- ? 4 +- rf ( i/a - -3 v) 

yB L*> * 4 + ^ X„ •tr - Ji x ~ ^ 

_ ~ 3*0 dt )f <Q^>* - * XU)Jrb' 
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This may be substituted into the y-equation. 

a simple approach is to let cos / . Thei 

and y becomes. 

& V * »V /* v 

Jf ~ ffo * UL> (1 Ce7J kfi j 
St* 

However 
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Appendix B 

First Order passband for the 

Velocity Filter ,19 

A passband equation'may be derived for the small 

angle case. It is shovm in Appendix A that the time 

for traveling the length of the selector L approximates 

the straight through time. Using this condition, and 

assuming that p**0 and ^ gives the desired result. 

* - -t 

Jfs - 

A1/ / 

uT ( 1 ~ 

t* = 4Z {i-Z'- c&yjj 
?> • *v -T- ( XU ) 

- 1*0 ~ * 0 ) X 

1 

*
 

II 0
 

Xp* * *"p 

2. 
J Vt> b \S 

The second order terms in w)1 are dropped. Then, 

JL 1/ XU 
#2 % x -jn/p*v 

A x/ *=» Xs V* * 

P - 
41/ 

T" ** ± y* Ve 

Xr 
j&XJ''+Aiy4r 

(B-l) 
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Appendix C 

The Potential, Electric Field, and Force 

Equations for the Curved Plate Analyzer 

Laplace’s equation for the potential is 

$ - o 

which in cylindrical coordinates is 

j / J<P \ . i J , —I— _r   -4- r—X, = c? 
+ cS#1 JJZ 

When $ is a function of r only, 

VV = r-£r(h - O 

& (>■ - - 

d <P = -jr- dr 

- C, 1 cj ■+■ C-J 

Letting n and rx be the coordinates of the curved plates 

and applying the boundary conditions and 

4>(rj) - ^ the constants of integration may be evaluated. 
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(p ( rt ) = c, tyJ-j + Cj 
u_ 
h 

<?(r>) « lej y, ' + t-x = - -% (c-i) 

Combining yields 

Cl loj *~i ~ C! !*/ h, ~ 

Cl lefWr,) = ^ 

V 
*' = loj (r'/h) 

Substituting in equation (C-l) gives 

^ lo; r> 

•i I of Cr*/r>) ^^ 

~ *
,O

J (^/o) L lv (%) + 3 ^oj 

The resulting equation for the potential is 

■ f
 ’ /^A7 ',jy" ^^ktrVe ^ 

= [■> 'vh - /v ^r^] 

" J lvh/n) £ 

/'/6vT-)-7 
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The electric field is given hy 

E « - V # 

- J4 
~JF~ 

E = ~ 

and the force acting on a singly charged positive ion 

is 

F = $ E 

_ _   . _L_ 
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Appendix D 

Focusing Angle for a Curved plate Analyzer 

20 
Method One 

The equations Of motion for particles in E and B 

fields are 
yn r - /n r & 2 = (r) 

d / 
'Z* ( *7 r * a re v> g 

The force equation is 

Substitution gives 

e Er + e is# x p 

e. Ey - e. r & Q 

r — r & 
X — K 

t 
0£ r # 

where K 
- t/ 

icylWh) 
<2 

/*f 

Define X = so that 

- r & - -£ - A>* 

and ^ (rX&) = Air 

4* (*'*) = i*-* 

= 

(D-l) 
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Integrating gives 

* A 
& J. * ■ /-* (D-2) 

Substitute this equation into equation (D-l) 

t -r[ (£)*+# + = T ) 

h - jj! _ 2A Al - JL 
Y r ~ ~ t 

)r - 
A1 , K 
T? + ~r 

jlt _ AA 
* T~ 

- J v 

Y 

(D-3) 

For circular orbits r * & r •=■ f 

f A1 x A
4 

r f ~ f3 

For near circular orbits r = f + x r = o A ~ <?, 

z YK 
fX ' X * F 

Substituting into equation (D-3) 

X - 
hf 

(f+*)3 ?+■ 
_ A* (r+x) 

V 

X - 

A*(frxJ 
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Since JL / the denominators can be expanded. 

x = yr('~ ' -ir-lr*-*) (D-4) 

Equation (D-4) and the conditions for. circular orbits 

give 

M * 
Substituting K- yields the equation for simple 

harmonic motion. 

X i- A - ^ 

Its solution is 

x X a St si 
A tf~ 

ur 

The divergent rays will be reunited when x *= 0 or when 

# • r   

However, e ~ & t , and for circular orbit conditions 

equation (D~2) shows that & . Substituting gives 

the desired angle 

A \TTTT _ TT 
■J- A \T5T A? 7 0 / 7 

/ 
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T Q 
Method Twox 

This method takes the equations for mass spectro~ 

meters derived by Herzog and, putting in the conditions 

for a curved plate analyzer, immediately gives the 

proper equations. The lateral displacement of a particle 

after passing through the CPA is given as 

p “ ~ Ac >’"7 ll* + f ('- *as &) + *** ^ 7 

+ *" [-*'ce*inr#£ fS. StWtfAe] 

where 

<A c 
**0 VD

X ^ ) 

Where the definitions of page 11 apply plus 4>e. is the 

exit angle of the particles, ae. is the radius of 

curvature for ions traveling in a radial electric field. 

For the case where the entrance and exit slits are 

at the boundaries of the field, then 

* 2 * ? 
X 

or 
I _ * SZ <Pt> 

fir1*1/7*$. f i rt x i/T 

There will be focusing when <Pc “ *p==— - 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 

Low energy flight tunnel A, velocity filter B, Curved 

Plate Analyzer C, and Channeltron D. 

Figure 2 

Velocity filter magnet with electric field plates 

between the pole pieces. 

Figure 3 

Dimensions and radii of curvature of LECPA and HECPA. 

Figure A 

High energy flight tunnel A, curved plate analyzer B, 

and channeltron C. 

Figure 5 

Illustration of symbols used in Herzog-s equations for 

a Wein velocity filter. 

Figure 6 

Illustration of the definition of a solid angle. 
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Figure 7 

Diagram of a straightened out CPA used to calculate the 

plate separation or plate width 4r) (depending on 

which way it is viewed), and the CPA length ■AcfA which 

defines the radius of curvature. 

Figure 8 

Plot of counts vs energy for various SF. 

Figure 9 

Calibration system showing SIDE, ion accelerator (gun), 

EBS, and quadrapole. 

Figure 10 

Block diagram of the entire calibration instrumentation. 

Figures 11 - 15 

SIDE mass calibration curves where each figure corresponds 

to one of the following gases being leaked into the 

vacuum chamber: H2» CO2, He, N2» Xe. 

Figures 16-17 

Angular calibration curves for the y-axis and z-axis 

respectively. 
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Figure 18 

High energy calibration curves. 

Figure 19 

Illustration of symbols used in Herzog’s equations for 

a CPA. 
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Table 1 

Source and Loss Mechanisms for 

Lunar Atmosphere Models 

Predominant 
 Model  _Soui^ces_^  Losses* **^ - Atm Gases  References 

Edwards & 1-5 • 1 Kr, Xe 1 
Borst 

Singer 1-6 1-3 H 2 

Opik 5,6,8,9 1-5 H20,C02,N 3 

Watson 9 1,3 H20 4 

Nakada & 
Michalov 5.7 6,3 H.Ne.A • 5 

Hinton & 
Taeusch 5,7-10 1.2.3 Ne,A 6 

Vestine 9.10,11 1.5 A,C02,S02,H20 7 

Bernstein 1,2,4,5, 
7,10 . 1,3,6,2 A,Ne,H,Kr,Xe 8 

Herring & 
Licht 6,11,10 1.3,6 SO2,CO2,H2O 9 

*Sourc_es 

1. Spontaneous fission of U 

2. Cosmic rays - n + U2-^ - fission 

3. Thermal fission 0^ ( ,n) Ne21 

4. X129 - Xe decay 

5. Primeval gases 
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6. Solar wind - H only 

7. Solar wind - coronal composition 

8. Meteoritic bombardment 

9. Permafrost 

10. Radioactive decay K - A 

11. Vulcanism 

** Losses 

1. Thermal 

2. Lunar surface potential - photoionization and solar 

wind. 

3. Solar wind - elastic scattering and charge exchange 

4.. Ionic 

5. Permanent shadow areas 

6. Chemical bonding to surface 
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Table 2 

Low Energy, Plate Voltage, Mass for each SP 

EJL§!l SF V(volts) 

48.6 0 29.0 
48.6 1 26.3 
48.6 2 23.8 
48.6 3 21.4 
48.6 4 19.2 
48,6 5 17.1 
48.6 6 14.5 
48.6 7 13.3 
48.6 8 11.6 
48.6 9 10.0 
48.6 10 8.59 
48.6 11 7.30 
48.6 12 6.40 
48.6 13 5.13 
48.6 14 4.25 
48.6 15 3.50 
48.6 16 2.89 
48.6 17 2.4l 
48.6 18 2.07 
48.6 19 1.87 
16.2 0 16.7 
16.2 1 15.2 
16.2 2 13.7 
16.2 repeats 12.4 
16.2 11.1 
16.2 9.86 
16.2 8.36 
16.2 7.66 
16.2 ' 6.68 
16.2 5.7 8 
16.2 • 4.96 
16.2 4.21 
16.2 3.69 
16.2 2.96 
16.2 2.45 
16.2 2.02 
16.2 1.67 
16.2 1.39 
16.2 1.20 
16.2; 1.08 
5.^ 9.65 
5.^ 8.77 
5A 7-'93 

MASS (amu), Beff = 785 gauss 

2.46 
2.98 
3.65 
4.51 
5.60 
7.06 
9.83 
11.68 
15.35 
20.66 
28.00 
38.77 
50.44 
78.51 

114.38 
168.66 
247.37 
355.72 
482.17 
590.83 
2.46 
2.98 
3.65 

repeats 
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LjeyJ. SF vjvoitsj_ 

5.4 7.14 
5.4 6.39 
5.4 5.69 
5.4 • 4.83 
5.4 4.42 
5.4 3.86 
5.4 3.34 
5.4 2.86 
5.4 2.43 
5.4 2.13 
5.4 1.71 
5.4 1.42 
5.4 1.17 
5.4 .963 
5.4 .805 
5.4 .691 
5.4 .624 
1.8 5.57 
1.8 5.06 
1.8 4.58 
1.8 4.12 
1.8 3.69 
1.8 3.29 
1.8 2.79 
1.8 2.55 
1.8 2.23 
1.8 1.93 
1.8 1.65 
1.8 1.40 
1.8 1.23 
1.8 .98 7 
1.8 .817 
1.8 .673 
1.8 ' .556 
1.8 .464 
1.8 ■ .399 
1.8 .360 
0.6 3.22 
0.6 2.92 
0.6 2.64 
0.6 2.38 

MASS (amu), Beff = 785 ftauss 

0.6 
•0.6 
0.6; 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 

2.13 
1.90 
1.61 
1.47 
1.29 
1.11 

.954 

.811 
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ILiejl SF •V( volts) 

0.6 .710 
0.6 .570 
0.6 .472 
0.6 .389 
0.6 .321 
0.6 .268 
0.6 .230 
0.6 .208 
0.2 1.86 
0.2 I.69 
0.2 1.53 
0.2 1.37 
0.2 1.23 
0.2 1.10 
0.2 .930 
0.2 .851 
0.2 .743 
0.2 .642 
0.2 .551 
0.2 .468 
0.2 .409 
0.2 .329 
0.2 .272 
0.2 .224 
0.2 .185 
0.2 .155 
0.2 .133 
0.2 .120 

MASS (amu), Beff =785 gauss 
t i IP * IM II <rnnrfp irin rw n mn TII rnii wriniin ‘irnr*   ^ —-—-- 
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Table 3 

High Energy, Plate Voltage for each SP 

p NUMBER ENERGXJev^ VOLTAGE (volts) 

1 3500 875.0 

2 3250 812.5 

3 3000 750.0 

4 2?50 687.5 

5 2500 625.0 

6 2250 562.5 

7 2000 500.0 

8 1750 437.5 

9 1500 375.0 

10 1250 312.5 

11 1000 250.0 

12 750 187.5 

13 500 125.0 

14 250 62.5 

15 100 25.0 

16 70 17.5 

17 50 12.5 

18 30 7.5 

. 19 20 5.0 

0 10 2.5 
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Table 4 

Critical energies for Cycloidal Motion 

where Beff - 785 gauss 

Mass (amu) 

1 2.990 

2 1.50 

4 0.748 

12 , 0.249 

q=2,28 0.214 

16 0.187 

18 0.166 

20 0.150 

28 0.107 

32 0.094 

40 0.074 

64 0.047 

83 0.036 

131 0.023 

* For energies smaller than the critical value, the 

corresponding mass cycloids. 
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Table 5 

LECPA and HECPA 

Dimensions and parameters 

LECPA 

r0 = 2.00 cm 

r, * 1.75 cm 

S = 2.25 cm 

Ar = 0.50 cm 

w = 3.14 cm 

A « 1.99 Joules/volfc 

5S 4.00 cm 

n SS 3.75 cm 

Kx. SS 4.25 cm 

Jr SS O
 

•
 U*
 

O
 

cm 

K/ = 3.14 cm 

A SS 3.99 joules/Yolt 
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